The Volgenau School offers a variety of student organizations from which students can choose. For more information on a particular group, or to get involved, contact the President of that organization.

AFCEA – Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Association
President: Jeff Mai; imaj3@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Andy Loerch; aloerch@gmu.edu

ASA – American Statistical Association
President: De’Dra Mozell; dmozzell@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Kenneth Strazzeri; kstrazze@gmu.edu

ASCE – American Society of Civil Engineering
President: Alayna Bigalbal; abigailba@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Liza Durant; ldurant2@gmu.edu

BMES – Biomedical Engineering Society
President: Lauren Hirt; lhirt@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Laurence Bray; lbray2@gmu.edu

EFID – Engineers for International Development
President: Abigail Armuth; aarmuth@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisors: Dr. Anthony Battistini; abattis2@gmu.edu and Dr. Matthew Doyle; matthew.doyle2@fairfaxcounty.gov

GADIG – Game Analysis & Design Interest Group
President: Eric Kosinski; ekosinsk@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Chris Wren; wwren@gmu.edu

IEEE – Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
President: Jose Pahuacho Palomino; jpaahuach@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Jill Nelson; jnelson@gmu.edu

INCOSE – International Commission on Systems Engineering
President: Caroline Abramson; cabrams4@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Kathryn Laskey; klaskey@gmu.edu

INVENTORS CLUB
President: Jade Garrett; jgarre13@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Colin Reagle; ccreagle@gmu.edu

Mason ASME – American Society of Mechanical Engineers
President: Andrew Schneider; aschne12@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Colin Reagle; ccreagle@gmu.edu

MASON LUG – GNU/Linux User Group
President: Vankhanh “Lilas” Dinh; vdinh3@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Duminda Wijesekera; dwijesek@gmu.edu

MMAD - Mason Mobile App Developers
President: Victor Shen; vshen@gmu.edu

NSBE – National Society of Black Engineers
President: Devante Martin; dmarti31@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Gerald Weatherspoon; grobert1@gmu.edu

PATRIOT HACKERS
SI Liason: Bryan Hoyle; bhoyle@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Chris Kauffman; ckauffm2@gmu.edu

ROBOTICS Club
President: N/A
Advisors: Dr. Sean Luke; sluke@gmu.edu and Dr. Daniel Lofaro; dlofaro@gmu.edu

SAME – Society of American Military Engineers
President: Caroline Manik; cmanik@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Mohan Venigalla; mvenigal@gmu.edu

SHPE – Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
President: Rebecca Orellana; rorella5@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Nathalia Peixoto; npeixoto@gmu.edu

SRCT - Student-Run Computing and Technology
President: Jason Yeomans; jyeoman2@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Kinga Dobolyi; kdobolyi@gmu.edu

SWE – Society of Women Engineers
President: NamHee Kim; nkim15@masonlive.gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Sharon Caraballo; scarabal@gmu.edu

THETA TAU Professional Engineering Fraternity
President: Bryce Mosley; bmosley@gmu.edu
Advisor: Dr. Celso Ferreira; cferrei3@gmu.edu
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